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Medical Device Sector

Country Requirements
(Ministry of Health Others)
• UK NHS
• Japan MHLW

The Evolving Global UDI Landscape
Commercial (Market Requirements)
• US IDNs (Kaiser, others)
• US GPOs
• US ONC/EHRs, CMS
• Abu Dhabi, Cleveland Clinic
• Qatar, Hamad Medical
• Netherland (implants)
• Hospitals
Postmarket Requirements
• MDIC/`NEST
• RWD/RWE
• Case for Quality
• Registries, Sentinel
• EU MDR/IVDR

Patient
Safety

Commercial

UDI and
Product
Data

Regulatory

Regulatory Requirements
• Turkey
• India
• Saudi Arabia
• Korea
• China
• Singapore
• Health Canada
Traceability Requirements
• EU class III implants
• Turkey
• Brazil
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UDI General Rule – Place a UDI on the LABEL
1.
2.

The *LABEL* of EVERY medical device (including all IVDs) must have a
UDI.
EVERY device package (contains a fixed quantity of a version or model)
must have a UDI.
Any other approach is an exception to, or alternative from, these
requirements.

•
•

US: Section 201(k) defines 'label' as a display of written, printed, or graphic
matter upon the immediate container of any article...
EU: ‘label’ means the written, printed or graphic information appearing either
on the device itself, or on the packaging of each unit or on the packaging of
multiple devices;
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What is a Medical Device…?
A device is … "an instrument,
apparatus, implement, machine,
contrivance, implant, in vitro reagent,
or other similar or related article,
including a component part, or
accessory which is… intended for use
in the diagnosis of disease or other
conditions, or in the cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease, in
man or other animals….”
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Direct Marking (DM – not DPM – UDI)
In addition to the label requirement – a “permanent marking” UDI is required on the
device itself if:
•
•
•
•

“…the device is intended to be used more than once and intended to be
reprocessed before each use.”
DM DI can be same of different as label DI.
Can be AIDC or HRI – or both.
DM Exceptions part of rule – manufacturers document in DHF.

Need to understand the difference between the UDI Label and the Direct Marking requirement!
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Example

Non-HRI text

HRI text
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Challenges with UDI Implementation

Dennis Black

Evolution & Devolution of UDI Bar Code Requirements
Evolution
•

Some regulators are beginning to mandate
specific Bar Code formats.

•

Regulations and Market Requirements are
moving towards adding additional Production
Identifiers.

•

Regulators require full HRI.

•

Some of the Bar Code Formats and
specifications that we follow today, are difficult
or impossible to adhere to.

•

Devolution

•

•
•
•

As regulators have granted some authority and
responsibility to Issuing Agencies, we are
challenged to meet both sets of expectations.
•

Regulator sometimes assume that all their requirements
can be met or ignore the Issuing Agencies requirements.

•

Issuing Agencies have some exceptions that dismiss an
explicit requirement from the regulator.

Device Manufacturers have a challenge
meeting the letter and spirit of the regulation
and meeting their Issuing Agencies rules.
Device manufacturers are taking disparate
approaches to meeting UDI Bar Code
requirements.
We should expect confusion and challenges
ahead as Device Manufacturers experiment
with new Bar Code formats. (Opportunity for
AIM Members.)

We should expect modifications to Bar Code requirements in the months
and years to come.

Different UDI Carrier (Bar Code) Requirements
China NMPA: Announcement No. 66
“Article 12 Registrants/filers shall select the data carrier standard suitable for the unique
device identification it has created, assign the unique identification data carrier to the
minimum sales unit and higher-grade packaging of medical devices marketed under its
name, and ensure that the unique identification data carrier is firm, clear and readable
during the operation and use of medical devices.”

Other Countries

Saudi Food & Drug Administration: MDS-G34
“If linear barcodes are used, the entire UDI shall be concatenated into a single barcode.
However, If the UDI information is available through a 2D barcode as well, then either
concatenated or stacked barcodes are acceptable.”

Saudi Arabia Only

(The SFDA goal is to enable scanning systems and promote usage. SFDA is actively
reconsidering their requirements. The point being made is not specific to SFDA. Other
customers and regulators may have similar unique requirements.)

Market Driven
Country specific labeling requirements cause a challenge for devices that
are distributed globally.

Mandated

Different UDI Carrier (Bar Code) Requirements
Market Requirements include:
•

Some want 2D Bar Codes on all products

•

Some healthcare providers can’t scan 2 D Bar Codes

•

US Pharma must use linear (each level)

•

Can we use QR codes

•

1 Product – 1 Bar Code Mantra

•

ISO Symbol

•

Proprietary Bar Codes

•

Bar Code on Kit Components

•

Pharma & Devices have diverging requirements

•

Shipping Containers

Market Driven
Disparate Market Requirements and new expectations are a challenge for
the entire industry.

Mandated

Bar Code Size Specifications:
General Distribution:
•
Many of our products are distributed via General Distribution
•
It is difficult to fit a concatenated GS1-128 that meets GS1 General Specification on a Shipping Case
•
Complexities increase when Date of Manufacture or other Production Information is added to a label
•
Compressing the X dimension can be a challenge for printing and rapid scanning
•
Challenges show up during the label verification and scanning processes
•
The GS1 Data Matrix generally isn’t accepted for General Distribution*

*If a logistic unit does not have at least one surface area greater than an A6 or 4” x 6” logistic label (see section 6.6.4.5), a GS1 DataMatrix or GS1 QR Code MAY be
used by itself on a logistic label, though a GS1-128 containing a SSCC is still recommended. If a logistic label is used with only a GS1 DataMatrix or GS1 QR Code,
care must be taken to ensure trading partners are able to scan this barcode.

General Distribution:

Full HRI is Required:
Page 4:
•

The HRI format shall follow the rules of the
UDI issuing agency; it shall be the full,
proper HRI, including AIs, and NOT a mix of
HRI and non-HRI text.

Component or Sub-Systems
Page 11:
•

Each component or sub-system that can be
removed or separated from the configuration
or is available and distributed on its own
(placed on the market) shall have its own,
separate UDI and meet all of the other UDI
requirements.

This requirement will likely create new challenges for Direct Marking.

Opportunities for AIM Leadership/Expertise
Verification
•
Educate the industry on how to verify Bar Code labels
•
How can we verify labels that exceed the size limitation of the test equipment?
•
Verification of DPM
Direct Marking
•
Use of different technologies on different materials
•
Evolving specifications
Bar Code Formats
•
Migrating to 2D in “General Distribution”
•
Migrating to 2D at the “point-of-sale”
•
QR versus other formats
•
Processing Bar Codes with both Linear and 2D
•
Electronic IFU in a QR Code
Scanning Capabilities
•
Testing whether we can really utilize a Bar Code with a compressed X dimension
•
Supporting Distributors and Healthcare Providers as they enhance their scanning capabilities.

AIM Members have unique skills, expertise, and resources that can help
the device industry sort through challenges.

Questions?

